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EASA RECOVERS ON FARM
THANK YOU FOR A GREAT DAY

PARAPLU TODAY

TOMORROW’S
EVENTS

SUNGLASSES
COMPETITION>
WINNER REVEALED

TUESDAY 18.15 HRS
PRESENTATION /
EVENT BY DANSITY
WORKSHOP - Experi-

SLOVENIA WINS
KOEKHAPPING

Slovenia left all country’s
way beyond in the European
koekhapping championship
and has set new world record.
The Dutch koekhapping,
originally played under the age
of nine at birthdayparty’s, unleashed enormous excitement.
The hosts almost couldn`t surpass the crowds encouraging
yells. Dutch frikandellen, bitterballen and jenever, served at
the Bar, were being snatched as
if people where starving! The
level of happing increased by
new tactics, like increasing the
happing efﬁcientie by tilting
the head left or right. The ﬁnals
were delayed because the band
was wondering where the public went and the EASA-bar had
a economical ressesion. During
the koekhapping ﬁnals partici-

CONTINUED AT PAGE 3

DELI CORNER
Even though we tasted bananas with chocolate from
Africa, barbequed sheep
and drunk coffee with
cherry liquer, nothing
compares with the daily
baguette that one more
time overwhelmed our
greatest expectations!

Yesterday’s day out to the Farm was a very welcome and
refreshing change from the stay at La Condition Publique.
It was a joy to see everybody laying and playing in the
grass, smiling, enjoying. Also the organizing crew seemed
to be in a continous state of happiness.
Though the PARAPLU reporters noticed some impatience
in group traveling by bus, in
an anti-efﬁcient way walking from bus station to the
Farm, some people apparently
challenged the hot and sultry
city and went there by foot.
Two bus travelers were almost
ﬁned by ticket-inspectors.
They actually bought a ticket
at the driver but did not know
they had to stamp this card at
the machine behind the driver
themselves. After protesting monologues in English
from the surrounding EASA

passengers the resoluteness of
the ticket inspectors who - of
course - only spoke french
was reduced to a feeble bit
and when one EASA translater
ﬁnally was found the problem
was resolved. Arriving at the
farm the could-be unfortunate
event was immediately forgotten. Both the location, the atmosphere and the preparations
of the food were a heavenly
sight. Too bad the bar equipment took half a day off also,
but the local wine was a ﬁne
replacement. When food distribution started, instantly the
queue became endless, inspiring the Spanish team starting
a percussion act to using their
cutlery, plates and cups while
waiting. Various spontanuous
happenings took place, including sunglasses and ‘cute smil-
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menting on density with
a big number of people.
People invited will participate in the actions and experiment the sensations of
space, volume and dynamics. The presentation will
be in the Dansity workshop
space behind the second
sleeping hall.

FASHION SHOW
TUESDAY AFTER
THE LECTURES - Still

models and designers are
wanted. Interested? Ask
Michel or Estelle, working
at the stage.

EASA WEATHER!
40º
-10º
Tomorow’s weather is a
big mistery. Because of the
implosion of the French
internet connection, the
PARAPLU weather team
is not able to communicate with our PARAPLU satelites, especially
launched to monitor the
EASA weather. However
hard workshop work might
cause dusty ﬁelds.

EYECHITECTURE
EASA’S ONE AND ONLY SUNGLASS COMPETITION TAKES OFF!!!
Another year has passed and a
lot has changed in most aspects
it has been a revolutionary year.

New techniques made on the edge
designs within reach. Paraplu fashion
police however kept a critical attitude
towards new trends. Even though spectacular forms and outrageous colours
emerged, the basic function of sunpro-

tection sometimes was lost. Paraplu
refuses to regard frames containing
white glasses as ´sunglasses´. Nonetheless a lot of interesting designs have
appeared around the EASA camp and
Paraplu fashion police set out to get
the hottest designs. This years jury
decided to base it´s judgement on the
ﬁnal winner on the best combination of
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to Lille. Also a consolation price will
be handed out: a beer with the Paraplu
staff. One participant has been disqualiﬁed for shamefully trying to mislead the

*******disqualiﬁed*******
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jury by sending in two foto’s. A careful
reconstruction of facial features showed
that the two foto’s were actually taken of
the same person. Nevertheless the jury

FIRST PRIZE!

Sarah´s self made design from Spain combines a strong sense
for environmental issues, an admirable attitude towards functionality and her own good health. Not just has she shown
great creativity in use of materials, she also cares about a better tomorrow for all of us. CONGRATULATIONS!

sustainability, opacity and size. Sustainability (last year’s EASA theme)
should always play an important role.
Size DOES matter in keeping the sun
from blinding you, and so does opacity.
The jury avoided to be blinded by the
spectacularity of some of the designs,
but took also functionality in consideration. This year’s winner will win a trip
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was also happy to recieve an entry from
a young inhabitent from Roubaix. Even
though he did not win, the Paraplu predicts
a great future for this young talent.

CONSOLIDATION PRICE!

Toni´s sunglasses prove to
be of the poorest design
ever found. The two different coloured glasses
(one green, one red) only
serve to enhance Toni´s
coolness, but are regarded
overdone by the jury, it is
just too much.The use of
materials is very unappropriate. Still the jury praises
Tony´s courage to wear
them and look forward
to his visit to paraplu
headquarters to join us for
a beer!

PARANORMAL IN DEPTH INTERVIEW WITH
EASA
MANIFESTO

THE CHEF

by one of our dear readers

EASA kicks your ass out of
space. EASA gives you space
to freak out. EASA freaks
your nerves and keep you
going. Go, let’s go fuck in that
fucking Love Box. Let’s fuck
those creepy rules that keeps
your baby in the corner. Fuck
all those rules that kept you
waiting. Cause this time we’re
gonna get all these industrial
halls back breathing. EASA
breaks in to you mind and
soul. EASA feeds your sleepy
body with moisty peres. Soft
and sweat. Fourteen soft days
and fourteen sweat nights.
EASA prepaires you for life.
But even worse; EASA takes
you higher. This night you
will be sitting on top of the
roof, above all this and you’ll
see EASA moving in circles.
EASA is the future. And
EASA will bring you there
just as EASA brought you
here, through the history and
across borders.

EASA ON FARM
CONTINUING PAGE 1

ing’ competitions, swimming
momentums and other sport
activities. The food turned out
to be delicious and accompanied by good music. At the
end of the day everybody went
home in a state of ectasy.

SLOVENIA CHAMPION - CONTINUING PAGE 1

pants were happing more eager, the German team
even tried to eat their opponents before the koek
but it turned out not to be the best tactic.
Also the Swiss encountered problems drawing
attention for their national evening, despite
their secret weapen: a huge Swiss horn.
Plan B turned out to be more efﬁcient:
they served chocolatebanana’s, which
drove all EASA woman mad. Still paraplu
geograﬁcal team has doubts on the origins
of the ingredients of their national food.
During the dispatch of the warm banana
people could dream away seeing pictures of EASA
next

year location. Paraplu wishes the swiss
organisation inspiration and strength in
organising EASA 2005.

One of the most interesting persons in this year EASA
is without a doubt our cook. We wouldn’t be a serious
newspaper if we didn’t write an article on this inspiring
character. He was found while thinking about tonight’s
dinner and he revealed his intimate thoughts to us.
P: At what age did you decide
to become a cook?
C: At age of 3.
P: Who thought you how to
cook?
C: My mother and grandmother thought me everything
I know.
P: What is your favourite dish
and what country’s cuisine is
your favourite?
C: I like food from all over
the world. I like to discover
and experiment with new
food. I like new tastes, new
spices, new parfumes. That is
what I like
P: What do you think about
Jamie Oliver?
C: Who?
P: The famous cook?
C: Is he French?
P: No, English.
C: I don’t think about English
cooks.
P: Who does your hair?
C: My assistant, she is from
Guinea, West Africa (Paraplu
reporters were stunned with

her beauty). She works for
very little money compared
to what she could make doing
the hair.
P: What is your favourite
drink?
C: (After couple of minutes he
answered) French red wine.
P: Did you ever had sex in the
kitchen?
C: Don’t ask that. Too many
women remember that. I say
to women that I love them in
the bedroom, but I love them
much more in the kitchen. It
is beautiful to see hands of the
girl in ﬂour and ofcourse in
other parts (laughter).
P: Are you married?
C: I was married.
P: Do you have children?
C: I am a grandfather (he
showed us a picture of his
little girl)
P: You look much younger.
C: Thank you for that
P: One last question, what is
for dinner tommorow?
C: I haven’t decided yet.

You’re going to
be so friendly
you are probably
buy drinks for all
the people living
around you. We
hope we are your
neighbours
You might be
feeling a little bit
sick these days,
so look for some
medicine to avoid
serious illness.
We recomend
vodka.
You will feel exhausted, and this
is because of your
weekend parties.
Rest! Sleep more.
And no party
tonight...
Why are you so
mean? Nobody
else is. Maybe you
have to refresh
your friends list?
You will be working hard. But
don’t feel sad, it’s
only for one day.
Tommorow you
can have fun again
The stars are
saying something
about a lot of
money. So, you
will either win
some or, which is
more likely, spend
a lot (on wine)
Call home, if you
haven’t had the
chance to check
your e-mail. Have
you forgotten your
old friends, or
what?
Things are a little
bit down, but it’s
all in your hands.
Try to be nice, and
it might be better.
You worry too
much. Pay less
attention to workshop and concentrate more on the
evening plans.

ADDICTIVE VJ-ING IN DEPTH
IN DEPTH WORKSHOP REVIEW
Addictive vj_ing workshop
tutors:josip&ivan/croatia
This workshop has probably
the largest number of participants. In the begining we
thought this is only because
of the cute tutors, but their
work and the achievements
of the workshop in these past
days proved us wrong. The
idea of the workshop was to
make people aware of the
visual senses, learn them how
to control visual media, and
enjoy it. There are 3 stages
of the workshop: ﬁrst one
is learning how to deal with
visual jockeying, second is to
let and encourage the participants to make their own
material, and at last to let the
people do the live act. Vj-ing
enables a superb transformation of space-synthesis,
using overlaping projections
combined into a homogeneus
symbiosis with music. For us
as architects vj-ing is a great
challenge. Together with the
virtual architecture it represents a relevant domain in
which architectural creative
expression can develop beyond the bounderies of 2D or
even 3D space. Considering
our architectural background,
we should explore this domain
of visiual expression, because
it offers endless opportunities
The day is good
for learning, so
go outside EASA
and practice your
French
“Love is in the
air...”. We are
happy for you.
Remember - you
only have one
week left!
You will be busy
with the workshop, but the
evening is promising something
special. Maybe
even more special
than yesterday?

applyable to everyday architecture, as well as beyond
The main goal for
the participantes is to learn
how to combine virtual and
architectural space and time
with music.The participants
have showed great interest
and talent, although some of
them didn’t have any experience in vj programs. By
learning to deal with all the
programs, and shooting their
material in Lille, Roubaix and
La Conditione Public the participants will make their own
productions. What they have
done can be seen on the parties throughout this week. The
ﬁnal product of the workshop
will be a combination of polydimensional space and sound
and will be presented on the
last night of this EASA. Your
senses will go wild.
So if you come to
medialab and all the computers are taken by future vj-s,
let them work and give their
best, cause they will make
our party nights much more
interesting.

INTERVIEW

Jim, U.Kingdom
Alice&Anna, Ukraine

P: What is a sexy animal for
you?
J: Highland cow!
A&A: Tiger.
P:What is an avarage size of
baguette?
J: 80cm
A&A:The size is optimal if
you cut it in 2!
P:Did you try the Love box?
J:No, I am on my way.
A&A:Yes, together.
P:Did you swet even once on
your workshop?
J:Yes, in the head!
A&A:Not yet!
P:Which national evening are
you looking forward to?
J:Irish.
A&A: Austrian & France!
P:What is an avarage hanging
size of danish pants measured
from the hip downwards?
J: 4 inches!
A&A: 12cm.

